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Abstract: This paper presents the effect of a propeller cup on the propeller cavitation and the fuel
consumption of a bulk carrier in both calm water and different weather conditions towards improving
the energy efficiency of the ship and reducing the level of emissions in terms of design and operation.
Based on the propeller optimization model, previously developed that couples NavCad and a Matlab
code to select the geometry and the operating point of the propeller at the engine operating point
with minimum fuel consumption, the optimized propeller performance is evaluated for different
percentages of the cup; light, medium and heavy and compared with the performance of the propeller
without a cup in both calm water and several sea states. By evaluating the cavitation criteria, it is
concluded that increasing the percentage of cupping reduces the occurrence of cavitation based on
the Keller and Burrill methods; moreover, the fuel consumption is reduced by up to 5.4% and 6.6% at
the propeller with a higher percentage of cup compared with the uncapped propeller in calm water
and among the ship route, respectively.

Keywords: bulk carrier; propeller cup; fuel consumption; decarbonization; weather condition; cavitation

1. Introduction

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has applied stringent regulations to
reduce the amount of exhaust emissions, especially the level of greenhouse gas (GHG) in
the maritime industry; these regulations aim to achieve a reduction in the carbon intensity
by at least 40% by 2030 and the total annual GHG by at least 50% by 2050 compared to
2008 [1]. The level of emissions is evaluated using several types of indices, which can be
applied to the new ship, such as the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI). At the same
time, the Energy Efficiency Existing Ship index (EEXI) and the Carbon Intensity Indicator
(CII) take into account the design and operational points of view that will enter into force
at the beginning of 2023 for the existing ship.

Several solutions are proposed to improve the energy efficiency of the ships, mainly
consisting of reducing the amount of fuel consumption and thus, exhaust emissions as
well as increasing the amount of cargo held at a suitable ship speed [2]; these solutions
mainly focus on optimizing engine performance [3] to support fuel conversion techniques
to replace the fossil fuel used in ship operation with new clean fuels with much fewer
carbon emissions, such as biofuel, natural gas, methanol and ammonia [4–8]; moreover,
installing after-treatment systems, especially the carbon capture and storage (CCS), will be
an effective solution to capture the carbon emissions before entering the atmosphere [9,10].
Other solutions consider the design of the ship hull [11,12] and improving the propulsive
coefficients [13,14] combined with the use of wind energy [15] and managing the ballast
system [16,17], as well as finding the optimal route [18,19] and reducing speed [20–22],
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which based on simulations, becomes essential to assist the shipmaster during the voyage
to reduce the resistance on the hull and thus use lower energy to operate the ship; this is
mainly thanks to the online availability of wind and wave weather data worldwide [23].

The propeller selection, which is the main focus of this paper, is another area of interest
in reducing fuel consumption and ensuring the sustainability of the ship along the trips.
Selecting the propeller at the maximum efficiency is important to ensure a high propeller
performance during the design [24–26] and operation, especially in sea states [27,28] and
comply with the cavitation limits. Furthermore, the vibration and noise can be reduced,
and the propeller efficiency can increase by considering the propeller boss cap fins [29];
moreover, the selection of propellers by minimizing the fuel consumption is performed in
Refs. [30–33], which has been extended in Ref. [34] to ensure both objectives; maximum
propeller efficiency and minimum fuel consumption.

Considering the propeller cup while designing the propeller can improve the propeller
performance by increasing the thrust loading and cavitation margin. A propeller cup is the
deformation of a propeller’s trailing edge toward the pressure face, as shown in Figure 1
acts as a propeller with a higher pitch. As a result, the pressure distribution is changed
along the blade, which increases the lift force toward the trailing edge. According to
MacPherson [35], the propeller cup is computed as a percentage of the propeller diameter
and varies from 0.5% for the light cup to 1.5% for the heavy cup.

Figure 1. Section of propeller with a cup [35].

Few papers have investigated the effect of the propeller cup on the overall propeller
performance. Hwang et al. [36] compared the measured data to show the effect of the cup
on a series of three-blade Gawn-Burrill propellers. The value of cavitation is computed, and
the cup percentage can be estimated. Tsai [37] studied the performance of a propeller with
a cup, and the author showed an increase in the lift force and suggested an improvement in
cavitation. Yari and Moghadam [38] used the boundary element method (BEM) to predict
the performance of a partially submerged propeller (PSP) with and without a cup. The
computational results are validated using experimental data; they concluded an increase in
the static pressure of the face side, an increase in thrust coefficient of more than 50% and a
decrease in torque coefficient with the same percentage as the thrust coefficient among all
advance coefficients. Samsul [39] used the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method to
study the effect of a propeller cup on cavitation. The author achieved lower cavitation in
the case of the propeller cup than in the uncupped propeller.

From that point of view, the contribution of this paper focuses on presenting the effect
of propeller cupping in terms of fuel consumption toward ship decarbonization and the
assessment of cavitation on propeller blades for different sea states during the trip of a bulk
carrier from Europe to the USA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The numerical model used to
perform the simulation is presented in Section 2. The computed results and the evaluation
of the propeller performance in both calm water and weather conditions are presented
in Section 3. Finally, a summary of the main findings and future recommendations are
presented in Section 4.

2. Numerical Model

The numerical model that is used to perform the simulation in this study is a propeller
optimization model that was previously developed by Tadros et al. [31], coupling NavCad
software [40] and a nonlinear optimizer. The main objective of this model is to benefit from
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the operation research technique to select the propeller geometry at the engine operating
point with minimum fuel consumption and verify the proposed constraints. More details
about the developed numerical tool that is consisted of two modules to optimize the engine
and propeller performance can be found in Refs. [3,31,34,41–44].

In this study, a bulk carrier 154 m in length is chosen as a case study to perform the
numerical simulation. The ship’s characteristics and the main engine installed are given in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the bulk carrier.

Item Unit Value

Length waterline m 154.00
Breadth m 23.11

Draft m 10.00
Displacement tonne 27,690
Service speed knot 14.5

Maximum speed knot 16.0
Number of propellers - 1

Type of propellers - FPP
Rated power kW 7140

Table 2. Main characteristics of diesel engine [45].

Item Unit Value

Engine builder - MAN Energy Solutions
Brand name - MAN

Bore mm 320
Stroke mm 440

Displacement liter 4954
Number of cylinders - 14

Rated speed rpm 750
Rated power kW 7140

Once the ship is chosen, a systematic procedure is applied to define all the inputs
required in NavCad as described in Ref. [31] to select the propeller geometry and the
operating point based on the gearbox ratio at the design speed. The computed parameters
are exported from Maxsurf [46] based on the defined 3D hull of the ship and then defined
in NavCad. A range of ship speeds, the series of the propeller (Wageningen B-series [47])
and the number of blades (five blades), the engine load diagram and the efficiencies of the
propulsion system are introduced. After filling all the required inputs, the Holtrop method
is presented in Refs. [48,49] is selected to compute the ship resistance associated with the
speed range, while the method presented in Holtrop and Mennen [50] is considered for
computing the propulsive coefficients such as wake fraction, thrust deduction factor and
relative rotative efficiency and these methods show a good agreement with CFD results [51].

Other methods can be used during the resistance and propulsion computation and
integrated into the software, while these two selected methods are ranked first based on
the expert ranking provided in NavCad. Due to the uncertainty of these methods, as they
are based on regression models and require validation with real tests or CFD models [51],
a design margin of 10% is considered during the computation of ship resistance. The same
procedures are considered by changing the value of the propeller cup from light to medium
to heavy presented in mm, and as a function of propeller diameter as in the following
equation:

PropCup-mm = PropCup-percentage × PropDia-mm (1)
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Then, the effective propeller pitch is computed using the following expression as
presented by MacPherson [35]:

PE f f = PGeo + 21
(

PropCup-mm
)

(2)

where PEff is the effective pitch and PGeo is the uncupped face pitch.
Once the propeller characteristics are computed from NavCad, the propeller perfor-

mance is integrated into the engine load diagram, previously developed in Refs. [3,52], as
functions of engine speed and brake power to compute the brake-specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) and the exhaust emissions.

After that, the propeller is optimized, and the performance of the system is recalculated.
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the optimization model to select the propeller in
calm water.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the propeller optimization model.

The objective and the constraints of the optimization model are combined into a
developed fitness function as in the following equation, where the main objective is the
minimization of fuel consumption and the constraints are related to cavitation, noise and
strength issues.

Fitness Function = FC + R
j

∑
i=1

max(gi(x), 0) (3)

where FC is the fuel consumption, g(x) is the static penalty function, x is the number of
variables, j is the number of constraints, and R is a penalty function.

After that, the fitness function is evaluated by the nonlinear optimizer (fmincon)
integrated into Matlab [53]. Although the fmincon is considered a local optimizer, several
initial starts have been performed to ensure the accuracy of the results and achieve the
minimum value of fuel consumption along all the trials performed.

After selecting the optimal propeller geometry and the operational point in calm water,
the performance of the ship, engine and propeller are computed along the shipping route
with different sea states. The considered sea states represent the expected wave climate in
the northern route from the British Channel to the west coast of the US [54], as shown in
Figure 3; it also accounts for the effect of storm avoidance on the probability distribution
of rough weather conditions [55], where the significant wave height (HW) varies between
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0 and 10 m, and the modal wave period (TP) varies between 4 and 18 s; moreover, the most
occurrent sea state varies between 1 to 2 m and 6 to 8 s. The scatter diagram of the selected
route is shown Figure 4.

Figure 3. Northern route from the British Channel to the west coast of the US.

Figure 4. Scatter diagram of the northern route from the British Channel to the west coast of the USA.

Based on the collected weather data, the added resistance due to the existing waves
in each sea state is computed using Aertssen [56] method; this method is integrated
into NavCad, does not account for ship type and can be easily used by defining the
significant wave height and modal wave period of each sea state; it is adapted by the team
of HydroComp [40] to compute the added resistance due to the waves only while extracting
the wind resistance.

Using an application programming interface (API), which can allow the connection
between NavCad and Matlab as a third party, the simulation of all sea states is performed
in a simple loop; then, the computed results are easily exported. A schematic diagram of
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all the simulation and optimization processes is presented in Figure 5. For a meaningful
comparison among the different configurations, the different parameters are computed for
each defined sea state and then averaged, considering each weather condition occurrence
using the following expression:

PW =

n
∑

i=1
Pi × SSOcc,i

n
∑

i=1
SSOcc,i

(4)

where PW is the weighted average parameter, P is the computed parameter, SSOcc is the
occurrence of the sea state.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of optimization tool in calm water and weather conditions.

3. Results
3.1. Simulation in Calm Water

First, the simulation is performed to select the optimum propeller by minimizing the
fuel consumed at the design speed and in calm water conditions for several percentages
of cupping, which varies from no cup to heavy cup. Table 3 shows the performance of
the optimum propeller for each simulated case and the expanded view of the propeller
blade is shown in Figure 6, showing the propeller cupping at the trailing edge along the
four simulated cases. The propeller geometry is selected, including propeller diameter (D),
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expanded area ratio (EAR), pitch diameter ratio (P/D) and the operating point computed
by the relation between propeller speed (N) and gearbox ratio (GBR).

Table 3. Propeller characteristics for different percentages of cupping.

Parameters Unit No Cup Light Cup Medium
Cup

Heavy
Cup

Propeller Type Wageningen B-Series

Ship Speed Vs [kn] 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5

Cup [%] 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Propeller
characteristics

D [m] 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
EAR [-] 0.47 0.78 0.81 0.45

P [m] 6.58 6.38 6.26 5.59
N [RPM] 75 71 68 68

Thrust [kN] 576.49 576.49 576.49 576.49
Torque [kN.m] 573.30 600.90 620.70 613.2

ηo [%] 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.61
J [-] 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.68

KT [-] 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.33
KQ [-] 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06
w [-] 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
t [-] 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19

Cavitation

Tip Speed [m/s] 23.61 22.37 21.32 21.48
EARmin [-] 0.47 0.42 0.38 0.34

Average loading pressure [kPa] 43.56 21.15 16.40 23.21
Back Cavitation [%] 7.40 2.00 2.00 2.00

Pitchmin [m] 4.97 5.25 5.51 5.47

Gearbox
characteristics GBR [-] 9.50 9.63 10.06 9.88

Engine
characteristics

Speed [RPM] 714 687 682 676
Brake Power [kW] 4682.30 4735.80 4671.00 4552.20
Loading ratio [%] 65.6 66.3 65.4 63.8

BSFC [g/kW.h] 192 189 188 187
Fuel consumption [l/nm] 74.17 73.94 72.47 70.20

Exhaust
emissions

CO2 [g/kW.h] 607.99 599.27 595.47 591.98
NOx [g/kW.h] 6.68 7.40 7.31 6.95
SOx [g/kW.h] 9.59 9.45 9.39 9.34

The propeller is always selected at the maximum propeller diameter (6 m). At the
same time, the other parameters are changed to provide a suitable thrust, which is equal
among the cases and complies with the cavitation limits; it has been found that the EAR is
minimized in the case of a no- and heavy-cup propeller compared to the other propellers
that have a percentage of cupping. The propeller speed among the cases is almost close; it
has been found among the four cases that the propeller pitch decreases when increases the
cupping percentage and reaches its lowest value at the heavy cup.

Therefore, the tip speed has been reduced by up to 2.3 m/s (10%) for the cupped
propeller than the normal one. The minimum area required to avoid cavitation, as sug-
gested by Keller [57], is minimized while increasing the cupping percentage by up to 27%,
reducing cavitation occurrence in different weather conditions; moreover, the value of aver-
age loading pressure suggested by Burrill and Emerson [58] is reduced while increasing
the cupping percentage by up to 62.4% compared to the uncupped propeller. The back
cavitation shows its lowest value among all cases compared to the limit value suggested
by HydroComp [40]; moreover, face cavitation is considered by identifying the minimum
value of pitch to avoid this type of cavitation, as presented in Ref. [59]; it has been found
that the design pitch values are higher than the minimum required to avoid face cavitation.
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Figure 6. Expanded view of the optimized propeller. (a) No cup, (b) Light cup, (c) Medium cup,
(d) Heavy cup.

Regarding the engine operating point, the propeller is selected to operate at the
minimum loading conditions, which shows its lowest level at the higher cupping propeller
with a reduction of 2.1% than the uncupped propeller; this achieves a reduction in fuel
consumption by around 0.4%, 2.3% and 5.4% at the propeller with a light, medium and
heavy cup, respectively, compared to the uncupped propeller, thus reducing the amount of
exhaust emissions produced from the engine, namely the CO2 and SOx emissions, which
has been computed based on emission factors and from the polynomial equations presented
in Ref. [52].

3.2. Simulation in Different Weather Conditions

After the propeller is selected using the developed optimization model in calm water,
the propeller’s performance is simulated for several sea states among a selected ship route.
The added resistance for each sea state is computed based on the significant wave height
and modal wave period, which is then added to the calm water resistance to compute
the total resistance of the ship. After that, the thrust required is computed as well as the
power needed to drive the ship. Finally, the propulsive coefficients presented by the wake
fraction and the thrust deduction factor are computed using empirical formulas based on
the average value, and it is kept constant in both calm water and sea state conditions.

Despite the method’s limitation in estimating the variation in the values of propulsive
coefficients, this method shows agreement with the concept presented in Ref. [60], which is
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based on experimental tests and shows that the values of propeller coefficients fluctuate
around the average value computed in calm water conditions. Thus, this method shows
its suitability for estimating the propeller performance in a preliminary stage for a given
operating area with a defined sea state.

After simulation of the ship and propeller performance along the ship route with
several sea states, it has been found that the brake power is significantly increasing so
that the ship can operate at the same design speed; this increment in the value of brake
power can vary between 3% at the lower conditions of sea states and about to reach 100%
at high sea states conditions, as shown in Figure 7; more of an increment in brake power is
achieved when the propeller is cupped than the uncupped propeller, mainly based on the
propeller’s initial design and operational point.

Figure 7. Percentage of increase in brake power for different sea states. (a) no cup, (b) heavy cup.

Regarding the cavitation criteria, the four techniques, as previously presented and
suggested by Keller [61] and Burrill and Emerson [58] methods, are considered to quantify
the limits of cavitation; these cavitation criteria are valid for calm water and under exposure
to weather conditions. To consider the safety aspects during sailing in rough weather
conditions, the speed reduction is limited so that the operational points of the propeller
that exceed 90% of the rated power will operate at the 90% of the rated power, which is the
maximum value of the continuous engine operational area.

Based on the Keller method, it has been found that the cavitation can occur in the
case of the no-cup propeller in all sea states while increasing the wave height because the
minimum value of EAR to avoid cavitation is equal to the designed EAR, as shown in
Figure 8a. Therefore, any increase in the added resistance requires more loads, and thus
the probability of occurrence of cavitation increases. A big deviation between the selected
EAR and the minimum required EAR to avoid cavitation is noticed in the cupped propeller
except in the higher sea states. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of cavitation is
significantly reduced as the minimum required EAR to avoid cavitation is lower than the
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selected EAR among most of the sea states; this difference between the two values increases
while increasing the percentage of cupping shown in Figure 8b.

Figure 8. Variation of the minimum EAR for different sea states. (a) no cup, (b) heavy cup.

Based on the Burrill method, the average propeller loading pressure is computed and
presented in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows the average propeller loading pressure for the
uncupped propeller; it shows that the cavitation can occur at the higher sea state with more
than 8.5 m significant wave height as the average propeller loading pressure values exceed
the maximum limit required to avoid cavitation (65 kPa) suggested by HydroComp [40];
however, the values of the average propeller loading pressure decrease while increasing
the cupping percentage. Thus, the occurrence of cavitation is significantly reduced among
the sea states, as shown in Figure 9b.

The average predicted back cavitation percentage follows the same trend as the average
propeller loading pressure. The cavitation can occur for uncupped propeller and in case
of significant wave height with more than 8.5 m as the average predicted back cavitation
percentage values exceed the 15% limit suggested by HydroComp [40] shown in Figure 10a.
While increasing the cupping percentage, the average predicted back cavitation percentage
values significantly decreased and reached their lowest level, as shown in Figure 10b.
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Figure 9. Variation of average propeller loading pressure for different sea states. (a) no cup,
(b) heavy cup.

Figure 10. Variation of average back cavitation percentage for different sea states. (a) no cup,
(b) heavy cup.
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Regarding the noise level evaluated by the tip speed, all the optimized propellers,
either with or without a cup, comply with the maximum noise level equal to 46 m/s and
show the same trend, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Variation of tip speed for different sea states. (a) no cup, (b) heavy cup.

Figure 12 shows the propeller performance inside the engine load diagram where
no speed reduction is performed when the ship operates in sea states with a significant
wave height below 6 m. With more than 6 m significant wave height, a reduction technique
is considered to avoid the engine from overloading with no more than 90% of the rated
power, where the brake power and engine speed are corrected and the reduction in ship
speed is computed. By comparing the two sub-figures, there is no significant difference in
speed reduction between the cases (up to 0.2 kn).

Finally, Table 4 presents the weighted average of the main important parameters based
on the number of occurrences of each sea state to evaluate the effect of cupping percentage
among the ship route; it has been found the weighted average engine speed is reduced
while increasing the cupping percentage by 4.0%, 4.5% and 5.3% for light, medium and
heavy cups, respectively. The weight average brake power is increased by 1% in the case of
a light cup compared to no cup, following the same concept in calm water; however, the
weight average brake power is reduced by 0.3% and 2.8% in the case of medium and heavy
cups, respectively, compared to the uncapped propeller. The weighted average ship speed
is almost the same among the four cases at around 14.47 kn.
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Figure 12. Propeller performance inside engine load diagram. (a) no cup, (b) heavy cup.
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Table 4. Comparison between the weighted average results of the simulated cases.

Item (Weighted Average) Unit No Cup Light Cup Medium Cup Heavy Cup

Engine speed rpm 738 708 705 699
Brake power kW 5314 5370 5298 5161
Ship speed Knot 14.47 14.47 14.47 14.48

Fuel consumption l/nm 89.54 88.41 87.03 83.61

The weighted average fuel consumption is computed among the four cases, as the
main parameter used to evaluate the propeller performance; it has been shown that the
fuel consumption in the case of a light cup is reduced by 1.3% compared to the uncapped
propeller; this percentage value is increased while considering the medium cup to achieve
a fuel consumption reduction of 2.8%. The maximum reduction in fuel consumption is
achieved by the propeller with a heavy cup with a 6.6% reduction compared to the case of
the uncupped propeller.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents the effect of the propeller cup on propeller performance as a
solution toward increasing the ship’s energy efficiency by reducing the level of fuel con-
sumption and thus reducing the level of emissions. Different cupping percentages are
considered in this study, varying from no cup, passing through the light and medium cup
to the heavy cup percentage. A propeller optimization model previously developed cou-
pling NavCad and Matlab is used to perform the simulation using empirical formulas and
optimize the geometry and operating point of the propeller for each cupping percentage.
The main objective of this optimization model is to select the propeller at the minimum
operating point with fuel consumption while complying with the cavitation and noise
limits.

The propeller is first optimized at the ship design speed in calm water conditions;
then, the propeller performance is evaluated among several sea state conditions based on
the computed ship resistance. The added resistance due to wave is computed based on
the known significant wave height and modal wave period as suggested by the Aertssen
method. Next, a speed reduction technique is considered to ensure the propeller operation
inside the engine load diagram. Any operation point exceeding 90% of rated power
will be reduced to operate at the defined limit of the continuous engine operation area
(90% of the rated power). Finally, a weighted average technique is used to evaluate the
overall performance of the ship route.

In terms of cavitation, it has been found that the propeller can be able to avoid cavita-
tion while increasing the cupping percentage in both calm water and weather conditions
based on the evaluation criteria suggested by Keller and Burrill.

In terms of fuel consumption, a significant reduction in fuel consumption is achieved
by up to 5.4% in calm water and by up to 6.6% among the ship route.

This work presents a preliminary estimation of propeller performance with cupping
percentage in both calm water and weather conditions. Validation procedures using CFD
methods can be considered for future work to estimate the propeller performance as well
as the values of propulsive coefficients in different sea conditions.
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